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6/14/60 

Memorandum No. 54 (1960) 

Subject: Study No. 23 - Rescission of Contracts 

Attached to this memo is the proposed statute on rescission of 

contracts. It has been prepared upon the basis of the Commission's last 

instruction to abolish out-of-court rescission. 

Section 1 through 4 have been approved in substance. There have been 

minor language changes in Sections 1 and 4 for the purpose of clarification. 

Section 3406.5, added by Section 5 of this draft, is new. Under present 

lau, if a party ha~ the right to rescind, the date the notics is sent is 

iDportant for many reasons, for ownership of goods or choses in action, risk 

of loss, and similar matters may be affected by the notice. This section 

has been inserted so that these matters will be unaffected even though 

unilateral out-of-court rescission is abolished. 

Section 3407, apDroved by the Commission, bas been placed in two 

sections. Section 3408 bas baen revised slightly. It now refers to the 

statute of limitations. Section 3409 bas been broadened so that the court 

may require a person seeking rescission to do other acts aa well as making 

compensation. 

Section 3410 has been modified to a certain extent. "Cause of action" 

has baen substituted for the word "claim". The provision on judgment has 

been modified to provide specificallY that the amount to be reatored to the 

defendent upon rescission of a release is to be set off against the plaintiff's 

judgment, and if the amount exceeds the plaintiff's judgment, judgment shell 
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be given in favor of the defendant in the amount of the excess. 

Sections 11 and 12 of this draft have been approved. Section 12 has 

been modified slightly from the draft approved by the Commission. In 

subdivision (2), "is not" has been substituted for "shall not be held to 

have been". Section 14 has been modified slightly from the draft approved 

by the Commission. "But the property in the goods has passed to the buyer" 

has been inserted immediately before the first comma, and the phrase "if" 

the property has passed to the buyer" has been deleted. 

The relllllinder of the draft has not been considered in detail by the 

Commission. 

Section 15, vhich amends Section 1789 of the Civil Code (Section 69 

of the Sales Act), is the heart of the entire problem involved in the 

abolition of out-of-court rescission. Subdivision (4) of this section -

which describes how the right granted in subdivision (l) (d) is to be 

exercised -- describes an out-of-court rescission. It has been redrafted 

so that the out-of-court action affects the title to the goods but does not 

"rescind" the contract. Similar changes have been made in other subdivisions 

of this section. 

Corporations Code Section 2470, which had been amended in prior drafts, 

is not amended in the present draft but is included for your information. 

It is not amended for it does not declare procedure -- how rescission is 

to be effected -- but declares only the substantive rights involved. Moreover, 

it is not concerned with the rescission of the contract but with the 

rescission of the transfer of the stock certificate -- the ownership. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 



(~) Rev. 6/13/60 
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The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. Section 1689 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1689. [A-p~~yl The parties to a contract may rescind the same by 

mutual agreement [~-~ke-fellewiBg-easeB-eRly~l 

,~--~-eeRseR~-ef-~-~ae-e~kep-~~~~est-ep 

€y--YRQep-~ke-e~pe~s~SR8e8-~P8¥~QeQ-fep-~R-ss8~~eRs-11S§-QRQ-l1Sg-sf 

SEC. 2. Section 1690 of the Civil Code is hereby repealed. 

SEC. 3. Section 1691 of the Civil Code is hereby repealed. 
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SEC. 4. Section 3406 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

3406. The rescission of a contract may be adjudged [1-eB-~a@ 

a~~l~ea~~eB-@~-a-paFty-eggp~ev@Q] in the following cases only: 

[1.--~B-aBY-e~-~ae-easeB-meB~~eBea-!B-~ee~~eB-l~g9] (1) If the consent 

of the party seeking to rescind, or of any party jointly contracting with him, 

was given by mistake, or obtained through duress, menace, fraud, cr undue 

influence, exercised by or with the connivance of the party as to wham 

he seeks rescission, or of any other party to the contract jointly 

interested with such party; [SF,] 

(2) If, through the fault of the party as to whom he seeks rescission, 

the consideration for his obligation fails, in whole or in part; 

(3) If the consideration for his obligation becomes entirely void 

from any cause; 

(4) If the consideration for his obligation, before it is rendered 

to him, fails in a material respect from any cause; 

[2 .. ] ill Where the contract is unlawful, for causes which do not 

appear in its terms or conditions, and the parties were not equally in 

fault; [83!'1] 

[3~] 1§l When the public interest will be prejudiced by permitting it 

to stand [ .. J L2!:L 

(7) Under the circumstances provided for in Sections 39, 1785 I 1789, 

1930, and 2314 of this code, and Sections 331, 
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338, 359, 447, 1904, and 2030 of the Insurance Code. 

SEC. 5. Section 3406.5 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

3406.5. Whenever the rescission of a contract is adjudged pursuant to 

Section 3406, the contract shall be deemed to have been rescinded as of the 

following dates: 

(1) If notice of repudiation of the contract was given in accordance 

with subdivision (l)(a) of Section 3408, as of the date when such notice 

was given. 

(2) If notice of repudiation was not given in accordance with sub

divisiQn (l)(a) of Section 3408, as of the date of filing of the pleading 

in which the cause of action for rescission was asserted. 

(3) If rescission is adjudged on the basis of the evidence produced in 

an action or proceeding even though a cause of action for rescission was not 

asserted in the pleadings and notice of repudiation was not given in 

accordance with subdivision (l)(a) of Section 3408, as of the date of entry 

of the judgment of rescission. 

SEC. 6. Section 3407 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

3407. [RESeiSSi9H-FQR-MiS~l RescisSion cannot be adjudged for 

mere mistake, unless the party against whom it is adjudged can be restored 

to substantially the same position as if the contract had not been made. 

SEC. 7. Section 3407.5 is added to the Civil code, to read: 

A stipulation that errors of description shall not avoid a contract, 

or shall be the subject of compensation, or both, does not take away the 



right to have rescission adjudged for fraud, nor for mistake where such 

mistake is in a matter essential to the inducement of the contract and is 

not capable of exact and entire compensation. 

SEC. 8. Section 3408 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

~ke-Fese~ss~eB-ef-a-eeB~Fae~7-~ke-€8~-~Y-Fe~~~Fe-*ke-~~y-*e-WB8~-S~ek 

Fe~~e'-~s-gFaB*eR-*8-Hake-~-e8~eBsa*~8B-~8-*ke-8*keF-Wk~@R-~~s*4ee-mey

Fe~~~Fe,J 

(1) Except as provided in subdivision (2) of this section the court 

shall deny rescission of a contract unless the party seeking rescission has, 

prior to requesting such relief, cOmplied with the following rules: 

i!l Upon discovering the facts which entitle him to have 

rescission adjudged, and if he is free from duress, menace, undue 

influence or disability and is aware of his right to do so, he shall 

promptly notify the party as to whom he seeks rescission that he 

repudiates the contract because it is subject to rescission. 

(b) He shall restore to the other party everything of value which 

he has received under the contract from such party or offer to restore 

the same, upon condition that the other party do likewise, unless the 

latter is unable or positively refuses to do so. 

(2) The court shall not deny rescission of a contract because of (a) 

failure to give or delay in giving notice of repudistion, (b) delay in 

requesting the relief of rescission except as provided in Section 338 of 

the Code of Civil Procedure or (c) because of a failure to restore or 

offer to restore the benefits received under the contract, unless such 
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failure or delay has been substantially prejudicial to the other party or 

unless the party seeking relief has waived his right to have rescission 

adjudged. 

SEC. 9. Section 3409 1s added to the Civil Code, to read: 

3409. On adjudging the rescission of a contract, the court may order the 

party to whom such relief is granted to make compensation to the other or do 

any other act whtch justice may require and may make tI,e judgment of rescission 

conditional upon compliance with such order. 

SEC. 10. Section 3410 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

3410. Where a release is pleaded in answer to a cause of action asserted 

in a pleading, the party asserting the cause of action may serve and file a 

responsive pleading to have the rescission of the release adjudged. If such 

a responsive pleading is served and filed, the court shall first determine 

whether the rescission of the release should be adjudged. If the party 

asserting the cause of action is found not to be entitled to rescission of 

the release, the release shall be accorded the effect to which it is entitled 

as a defense to the cause of action. If the party asserting the cause of 

action is entitled to rescission of the release, rescission of the release 

shall be adjudged, and the release shall be accorded no effect as a defense 

to the cause of act ton; but the court shall set off against any judgment 

rendered in favor of the party asserting the cause of action the amount of 

any benefits that were conferred upon such party in exchange for the release 

by the party who pleaded or introduced the release, and if such amount exceeds 

any judgment rendered in favor of the party asserting the cause of action, the 

court shall enter judgment in favor of the party who pleaded or introduced 

the release in the amount of such excess. 
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SEC. 11. Section 3411 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

3411. When a party to an action seeks to have the rescission of 

a contract adjudged, the issue of rescission shall be tried by the 

court without a jury. 

SEC. 12. Section 1773 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1773. REMEDIES OF UNPAID SELLER. (1) SUbject to the provisions 

of this act, notwithstanding that the property in the goods may have 

passed to the buyer, the unpaid seller of the goods, as such, has: 

* * * 
(d) A right to resume the property in the goods (~Be~Ba-~e-Balel 

as limited by this act. 

SEC. 13. Section 1781 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1781. [WREII-AMl-HQ\oI-'l'IlE-SEUER-MA¥-HES8Ul<l-1FHE-8A.~ .. ] (1) An 

unpaid seller having a right of lien or having stopped the goods in 

transitu, may [~eBe4Ra-*fte-*f8BBfe~-ef-*~*!e-aaal resume the property 

in the goods, where he expressly reserved the right to do so in case 

the buyer should make default, or where the buyer has been in default 

in the payment of the price an unreasonable time. The seller shall not 

thereafter be liable to the buyer upon the contract to sell or the sale, 

but may recover from the buyer damages for any loss occasioned by the 

breach of the contract or the sale. 
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(2) The (~P8RBfep-ef-~~~le-sk~-Re~-8@-ke14-~e-Bavs-ee@B-p@se~B4e4-8y 

BB-YRFd4-sellel1 1 right of an 1.mpaid sell.er to resume the property in the 

goods 1.mder subdivision (1) of this section is not exercised 1.mtil he has 

manifested bw notice to the buyer or by some other avert act an intention 

to [p@ee~B41 exercise such right. It is not necessary that such avert act 

should be communicated to the buyer, but the giving or failure to give 

notice to the buyer of the intention to [p@ee~4J resume the property in 

the goods shall be relevant in any issue involving the question whether the 

buyer had been in default an unreasonable time before the right [@I-p@ee~e8~8BJ 

to resume the property in the goods was asserted. 

SEC. 14. Section 1785 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

have not been delivered to the buyer but the property in the goods has 

passed to the buyer, and the buyer has repudiated the contract to sell or 

sale, or has manifested his inability to perform his obligations there1.mder, 

or has committed a material breach thereof, the seller may [*e*Blly-pseeis4] 

resume the property in the goods by giving notice of his election so to do 

to the buyer and may have the rescission of the contract or the sale 

adjudged in accordance with Article 5 (beginning with Section 3406) of 

Chapter 2 of Title 3 of Part 1 of Division Fourth of this code. (~ 

8~V~B3-B8*i@e-8f-ais-@18e*~BB-s8-*e-4e-*e-*ke-p~epJ 

SEC. 15. Section 1789 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1789. REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF WARRPJiTY. (1) Hhere there is a breach 

of warranty bw the seller, the buyer may, at his election: 

;.: ;.: ;.: 
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(d) Rescind the [;!sl!.~~t!*-~~e.U-EW-~l!.e-8e.!el transfer of the property 

in the goods and refuse to receive the goods, or if the goods have already 

been received, return them or offer to return them to the seller and recover 

the price or any part thereof which has been paid in an action to have the 

rescission of the contract to sell or the sale adjudged under Article 5 

(beginning with Section 3406) of Chapter 2 of Title 3 of Part 1 of Division 

Fourth of this code. 

(2) When the buyer has claimed. and been granted a remedy in anyone of 

these ways, no other remedy can thereafter be granted. 

(3) Where the goods have been delivered to the buyer, he can not rescind 

the baie] transfer of the property in the goods and have the rescission of the 

sale adjudged if he knew- of the breach of warranty when he accepted the goods, 

or if he fails to notify the seller within a reasonable time of the election 

to rescind, or if he fails to return or offer to return the goods to the 

seller in substantially as good condition as they were in at the time the 

property was transferred to the buyer. But if deterioration or injury of the 

goods is due to the breach of warranty, such deterioration or injury shall 

not prevent the buyer from returning or offering to return the goods to the 

sellerL [aBa] rescinding the transfer of the property in the goods and having 

the rescission of the sale adjudged. 

(4) Where the buyer is entitled to rescind the f,se.!eJ transfer of the 

property in the goods and elects to do so, the buyer shall cease to be liable 

for the price upon returning or offering to return the goods. If the price 

or any part thereof has already been paid, the seller shall be liable to repay 

so much thereof as has been paid [7-eeB~~~estl~-wi~B-~Qe-~~~-e€-~Re-~eea81 

e~-f~e8ia*ely-~e~-&B-e~€e~-*e-~e~~~-*Re-geea8-iB-eKeRaaae-€e~-~e~a~eB* 
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et-~e-'F~eeJ in an action to have the rescission of the sale adjudged under 

Article 5 (beginning with Section 3406) of Chapter 2 of Title 3 of Part 1 of 

Division Fourth of this code. 

(5) Where the buyer is entitled to rescind the [eMe.) transfer of the 

property in the goods and elects to do so, if the seller refuses to accept an 

offer of the buyer to return the goods, the buyer shall thereafter be deemed 

to hold the goods as bailee for the seller, but subject to a lien to secure 

the repayment of any portion of the price which has been paid, and with the 

remedies for the enforcement of such lien allowed to an unpaid seller by 

Section 1773. 

* * * 
SEC. 16. Section 39 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

39. A conveyance or other contract of a person of unsound mind, but 

not entirely without understanding, made before his incapacity has been 

judicially determined, [~8-s~~ee*-~8-Fe8e~e8~ea7J may be adjudged rescinded 

as "provided in Article 5 (beginning with Section 3406) of Chapter 2 of Title 

3 of Part 1 of Division Fourth of this code. 

SEC. 17. Section 1566 of the Civil Code is amended to read.: 

CONSENT, WHEN VOIDABLE. A consent which is not free is nevertheless not 

absolutely VOid, but may be rescinded u.r the parties[,] in the manner prescribed 

by the Chapter on Rescission [,] or rescission may be adjudged under Article 5 

(beginning with Section 3406) of Chapter 2 of Title 3 of Part 1 of Division 

Fourth of this code. 

SEC. 18. Section 1930 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1930. When a thing is let for a particular purpose the hirer must not 

use it for any other purpose; and if he does, he is liable to the letter 

for all damages resulting from such use, or the letter malf [*~ea~-*Be-e8a*Fae~ 
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a8-~ae~eey-~eeeiftae~ have the rescission of the contract adjudaed under 

Article 5 (beginning with Section 3406) of Chapter 2 of Title 3 of Part I 

of Division Fourth of this code. 

SEC. 19. Section 2314 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

2314. ~SSISSlgH-gF-RA~IFISA~lgNi7 The rescission of a L=A~7 

ratification may be Lroseiftae~7 adludged when the ratification waa made 

githout such consent as is required in a contract, or with an imperfect 

kno~ledge of the material facts of the transaction ratified, but not otherwise. 

SEC. 20. Section 331 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

331. Concealment, whether intentional or unintentional, entitles the 

injured party to ~eseift!7 repudiate the contract of insurance and to have 

its rescission adjudged. 

SEC. 21. Section 338 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

338. An intentional and fraudulent omission, on the part of one insured, 

to communicate information of matters proving or tending to prove the falsity 

of a warranty, entitles the insurer to Lieseift!7 repudiate the contract of 

jnsurance and have its rescission adjudged. 

SEC. 22. Section 359 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

359. If a representation is false in a material point, whether affirma

tive or promissory, the injured party is entitled to i!eeetst? Lepudiate the 

~ontract of insurance and have its resciasion L*Be-eeH*~ee!7 adjudged from 

the time the representation becomes false. 
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SEC. 23. Section 447 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

447. The Violation of a. material warranty or other material proviSion 

of a policy, on the part of either party thereto, entitles the other to 

[~e8e~841 repudiate the policy and to have its rescission adjudged. 

SEC. 24.. Section 650 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

650. Whenever a right to [f'eedI!.4] repudiate a contract of insurance and 

to t.a.ve its rescission adjUdged is giver. to the insurer by" any provision of 

this part, notice of re;pudiation of suer. risht [EaY.] must be [~Jte;Pd9s4J Given 

[ .. ;I;-a!!y-;I;fBe-~e>ri~li81 prior to the commencement 01' an action on the contract. 

SEC. 25 . Section 1904 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

1904. In I:'.arine :Lnsurance, if a rellresew.atioc. by th€' insc.red. ~s inten

tionally false iD any respect, ;Thether material Ql' :immaterial, the insurer may 

[~~"~~~~J repUdiate the entire contrac~ and haYe its rescission"adjudged. 

SEC. 26. Section 2030 of the Insurance Code is amended to read: 

2030. 1m insurer is entitled to (¥"S@HI"] repudia.te a contrs<;t of fire 

i."'lsurance and to have its rescissicn adjudged upon an alteration in the -.use or 

condition of the subject matter insured trom that to 'Which it is limited by the 

policy, 'When such alteration is made without the consent of the insurer by 

means within the control of the insured, and increases the risk. 

SEC. 27. Section 338 of the Code of Civil Procedure 1s amended to read: 
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338. Within three years: 

* * * 
8. An action to have the rescission of a contract adjudged and to 

recover for benefits conferred pursuant to said contract. Where the ground 

for rescission is fraud, or mistake, the cause of action to have a rescission 

adjudged shall not be deemed to have accrued until the discOVery, by the 

aggrieved party, of the facts constituting the fraud or mistake. 

SEC. ;(r;. Section 537 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

537. The plaintiff, at the time of issuing the SUIIlIIlOns,or at any time 

afterward, JIl8.y have the property of the defendant attached, as security for 

the satisfaction of any judgment that JIl8.y be recovered, unless the defendant 

gives security to pay such judgJnent, as in this chapter providea, in the 

following cases: 

1. In an action upon a contract, express or implied, for the direct 

payment of money, where the contract is lIl8.de or is payable in this State, 

and is not secured by any mortgage, deed of trust or lien upon real or 

personal property, or any pledge of personal property, or, if originally 

so secured, such security has, without any act of the plaintiff, or the 

person to whom the security vas given, become valueless [1-~~~aeay-*fta* 

all-].!. ~ action upon any liability, existing under the lavs of this state, 

of a spouse, relative or kindred, for the support, maintenance, care or 

necessaries furnished to the other spouse, or other relatives or kindred, 

ahall be deemed to be an action upon an implied contract within the term as 

used throughout all subdivisions of this section. An action to have the 
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rescission of a contract adjudged and to recover a money judgment for the 

value of benefits conferred under such contract shall be deemed to be an 

action upon an iDWlied contract Within the term as used throughout all 

subdivisions of this section. 

* * * 

SEC. 29. Section 427 of the Oode of Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

427. The plaintiff' may unite several causes of action in the same 

complaint, where they all arise out of: 

1. Oontracts, express or iDWlied~ An action to ~ave the rescissicn 

of a contract adjudged, shall be deemed to be an action upon an ipPlie~ 

contra.ct Within that term as used in this subdiviSion of this section: 

* * * 

SEC. 30. Section 112 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

112. Justice courts shall have original jurisdiction of civil cases 

and proceedings as follows: 

(a) In all cases at law in which the demand, exclusive of interest, 

or the value of the property in controversy, amounts to five hundred dollars 

($500) or less, except cases at law which involve the title or possession of 

real estate or the legality of any tax, iDWost, assessment, toll or municipal 

fine. or nctions to h~ve the rescission of a contract adjudged; 
LC. • , P 

* * * 
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fiOR llIFORiJiATION ONLY 

Section 2470 of the Corporations Code provides: 

2470. {a} Subject to the provisions of subdivision {b} of this section, 

the transfer of a certificate may be rescinded, ~nd possession thereof reclaim, 

L~ nny of the following cases: 

(1) If the endorsement or delivery of the certificate VIas nrocured 

by fraud or duress. 

(2) If the endorsement or delivery of the certificate was made under 

such mistake as to make the endorsement or delivery inequitable. 

(3) If the delivery of the certificate was made uithout authority from 

the O\1I1e r • 

(4) If the delivery of the certificate 11as made after the owner's 

death or legal incapacity. 

(b) The right to rescind the transfer of a certificate and reclaim the 

possession thereof does not exist in either of the fo11auing cases: 

(1) If the certificate has been transferred to a purchaser for value, 

in good faith, without notice of any facts making the transfer wrongful. 

(2) If the injured person has elected to waive the injury or has been 

guilty of laches in endeavoring to enforce his rights. 

(c) Any court of appropriate jurisdiction may enforce specifically 

the right to reclaim the possession of the certificate or to rescind the 

transfer thereof and, pending litigation, may enjoin the further transfer 

of the certificate or impound it. 
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POSSIBLE RECOMMENDATICltS CONCERNING RESCISSION Sl'UDY 

~. Abolish out-of-court rescission. MemorandUlll No. 54 (~960) 

contains adratt statute to accOll!(ll.ish this. 

6/~5/60 
.mil 

2. Retain both judicial and out-ot-court rescission but e~im1nate 

differences that have caused prob~ems. Camnissioner McDonough has a draf't 

statute to distribute at the meeting to accampl.ish this. 

3. Abo~ish jud1ci~ rescission and preserve only out-ot-court 

rescission. This so~ution might not require extensive statutory change. 

Perhaps it might be accomp~1shed, by the repe~ ot the jud1c1~ rescission 

c=: sections ot the Civil Code, amendment of the out-ot-court rescission sections 

to include the grounds tor rescission that are not now contained in them, 

lIIJIeIlament of the notice requirement to app~ the ~aches concept and amend

ment ot the statute ot ~1m1tations to provide that it runs tram the date 

c 

the ground tor rescission occurred. This solution would not take rescission 

tot~ out ot equity Jurisdiction, tor in enforcing the out-ot-court 

rescission a party might seek such equitabJ.e relief as a constructin trust 

or a dec~aratory j 1ldgment. 

4. Do nothiDe; to change existing aw. The Commission ~ report to 

the Legislature that the COIIIDission has conc~uded that, because of constitu-

ti~ and practic~ difficulties, there is nothing that can be done to 

improve this tie~ through ~eg1~ation. 


